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The equations of cla~hcity, tbe Maxwell's electromechanical equations and the cons.tltutive 
equations of piezoelectrIcity have been made use of In solVing the problem. The results 
arrived at essentially agree with the results known [or aeolotroplc media and which are 
free from plezoeleclnc excilations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years the problems of piezoelectricity have .smlned importance 
in view of their applications in the field of ultrasonics and acoustic. 
Toupin (1959), Parm (1960), Paul (1961), Smh. (1962, 1963), Gid (1964), 
Das (1966) and Bakshi (1967) in their papers distinguished the problems of 
piezoelectrity as analogues of the well-known ciassical problems of elasti-
city. The present note \s a pJezoeiectnc analogue of the elastic problem 
concerning the determination of the deformations m a rotating thick disc 
with inhomogeneous material parameters. The inhomogeneities are 
supposed to appear due to the impurities of the crystal structure of the 
matenal. 
2. THE PROBLEMS, FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS AND BOUNDARY CONDiTIONS, 
The problem, as stated above is electromechanical in character and 
is therefore to be solved by the equations of elasticity and electro magne-
tic Maxwell's equatiOns. The problem has been considered as that of a 
plane strain in cylindncal co-ordinates (1, 0, .) with ongin at the lower face 
and x-axis parallel to its thickness and direction of the electric field along 
"axis, The equation of equilibnum is -
O!~ +'1"'::-'1'0, +pw2r~0 
Or l' 
... (1) 
where T" and T •• are the stress C components, p the density and OJ the 
umform velocity of the rotating disc. The Maxwell's equations are given by 
... (2) 
where E and jj are the electric intensity and electric displacement 
vectors, respectively, 
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Tbe constitutive eqUations of piezoelectricity in Cartesian co-ordinates are 
given bV Sinha (1968) 
T .. = Of,S" + Of,'~" + Of.S" - 8"E, 
T" = Of.J."1 u + 0ftS" + OfaSu - p:I1 Ec 
T" = Of.(,q .. + .1',,) + (){.8" - '"Iii, 
PCt( =- Of,,8u , TH = Of48'1; 
D1( =eu.R",+p'I6Su 
D, = .,,8,. + ft"S" 
D, = f,u(8" + fin) + <,,,8,, + ."E, ... (3) 
where T-stress components. S-strain coml'oments. D-elortric displace-
ments, O-elastic compliances, .-piezoelectric constants, Iii -dielectric 
permittivities 
In cylindrical co-ordinates the above equations give 
7'" = cos 91'" + 2 sinO cos 9 T" + si11'9 1'" 
7' .. ~ sin'01'" - 2 sin8 cos 8 P" + cos'8 T" 
T,. = sm 8 cos 0 (1'" - 1',,) + (cos'9 - sin'9) T" 
p,.=cos91'"+sin9T,, 
T" = - sin 9 1' .. + cos 8 T,. 
p .. =1'" 
D, = D, cos6+ D, sinO 
D, = fl, cos 9 - n. sin 6 
D, ~n,. ...(4) 
Again the components of displacements (rI, V, W) are given by 
U =" cos 8. V = v sin 8. W = '" ... (5) 
whence ,,(rz) and w (rz) are the radial and axial components which are 
assumed to be independent of e. The strain components are given by 
S .. =.!:.+ x~ ~(~_) 
,. , a, r 
'~11 =~ +~: ..?...(-~) 
, , or r 
B .. = aw 
oz 
,q., = 2X!1_....a._(~) 
, 0' I' 
B "'" JL(}"_ +~) 
,. r az a, 
s • = ':"'(.!!:.+ ~) 
4 r i/z 0' 
... (6) 
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Thus the simplified form of (4) gives 
T" = a" 0"- + c,,~ + c,,~"'- - e31 E, 
ar r oz 
': = 'u --( T a ( a1l, 
az ~~ ) 
T" = Cia (-~ + ar ; ) + c" :: - '>oR, 
1!r8 == To~ =.:::: 0 
u, = '" (~+ ac,,) ao ar ' D, = - '11 (~~ + ac,,~) , a. ar 
... (7) 
The material parameters CII , 0", cu , '33 etc. are supposed to vary along 
the direction of the axis of the disc. 
We have to solve (1) and (2) by the help of (7) and also following the 
boundary conditions. 
(i) Electric conditions 
E, = b, at z = I, T ~= 0 
R, = b, at z = I, r=(/ 
E, = b, at z =0, r = 0 
(b
" 
b" b, are constants) 
and (ii) mechanical conditions 
1 
~o T"o.=Oatr=<t 
where I is the thickness of the disc. 
) 
2. SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM 
Since the problem is that of plane stress and so T" = T" = 0 
... (8) 
... (9) 
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, .. (10) 
From (10) we have 
E. - ~_[Oll (~+ ..!I~) + 0" }CI!.] 
e33 ar r 5z 
, •• (10a) 
Then e!iminatin~ E <, we have the first three equations of (7) as 
T" = 0, _a.!... + O. ~ + O,}~ 
a' r a. 
T .. = Ol~ +01~ + o • .!!". 
ar r at 
D.=.,·· +-- + "a---( au ") a .. or r a2 ...(11) 
Because of OUT assumption of inhomogeneity of the material parameters, we 
haye 011 = 011.(1+1<:), 0" = 018· (1 + "z), e., = c"o (1 + KZ) etc. So that 
0-(0 One,,) • 1 - U - -"f,. -- = 0, (1 + "z) 
o. = (018 - !in'" ) = 0,· (1 + "z) 
e .. 
( 0".,,) il:! = e" + -- = ". (1 + KZ) 
eB• 
etc. 
whence 0,·, 0,·, 0,° .... ,', "., ... being constants given bV 
0,° = (011' _ Ola' :,,' ) 
e .. 
0 , - (0 ,_ 0'3 e31' ) I - 12. --0--
e .. 
" . 
e. -(e '+ o"oe,,.) 1 - 91 --,-
"a. 
etc. 
from (2) 
.E!~~ = 0 
82 
lJz = a function of r = f (r) say. 
Thus the equation (l) gives 
0, .8 (}.!'. + __ u.) + O. a'w + pw1r _ 0 
ar ar r azilT 
••• (12) 
...(13) 
... (14) 
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The last equation of (11) reads 
6, (}~ + --"-) + " ~ = / (,) ar r az ... (15) 
Eliminating u between (15) and (16) 
a'., _ ( 1 + KZ ) (C '1'( ) + • ') 
- 8zar - -~-, - 1 J' 81 pClJ , ... (16) 
where (0 • • , - e. C,) = ~, 
I 
Eliminating OJ from (15) and (16) we get 
a ( au u) ( 1 + ~z ) (C ''/' ( + ' ) \ - _ - + - + ._-" 3 r) e, pOl' 
ar ar r K, 
Since a~ + _a,! = 0, ar ar 
a'.. a'u 
o,az = - a;;-' 
Thus, ~ = (~) (C,' /'(r) + e.'pOl·') 
az' K, 
Integrating, 
u = (;~, + ~::) (C,'/'(,) + .,'p .. ') + /,(,)z + /. (r) 
where /, (r) and !,(r) are arbitrary functions of •. 
Putting the value of" in (14) we have 
... (17) 
a,' (1+ KZ):, {( t: + ::) (0,'/'(,) + .,'pw') + I,/(·)z + 1.'(.) 
,(1+~ 18) 
- 0, ~"- C,'f' (r) + .,'pw') + poh = 0 ... ( 
Collecting the co·eflicients of different powers of z and solving for 1('), f.(r) 
and 1,(,) we have 
II') = A, + A,r· 
/,(,) = A., + !!.L 
, 
... (19) 
\ 
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where A,. A,. A ....... B" B. ..... are constants 
d • 40.'0,' • t,' 
an /c. "" -,,-,-, '" = 2e,' ... (ZO) 
Imposing appropriate conditions for the displacement component u we get 
A,A.· •• • 0,' ( ) A • 
.. = -_._-,' + _. - -- 3,,1 + "z' ,r + As" + A,r ... (21) 8 3., 
where A', = (A, + ,,',ow') ... (22) 
au u 1 2 C' ( ) :. a;- +-;-= 1: A,A,·.,'" + 3" -;,~ 3.'+"z' A,' + 2Asz + 2A,. 
so that from (15) 
ow 
oz 
A, + A,,' 
_,'(1 + KZ) fe,' 2 0,' ( ) , • - -- 3z' + .z' A, + 2A,z e, 3 '" 
+ ZA, + + A,A,'",'r' ] " (23) 
Thus from (lOa) we can get the value of E, and then applying the 
boundary conditions as stated in equations (8) and (9) we can calculate the 
value of all the constants and finally the values of u and w. The constants 
can be expressed in terms of material parameters. radius, and prescribed 
electric Intensity. 
The author is thankful to Dr. N. C. Das of Jadavpur University for 
his guidance in the preparation of this paper. 
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